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 On some Windows models, this is also accompanied by a jump in storage capacity. The Storage .On Some Windows models,
this is also accompanied by a jump in storage capacity. This update is the successor of the Build and this version of the build

comes with a new branch Microsoft for "Redstone 1A". It seems like Microsoft is preparing to release the next version of
Windows in the next month or two. Microsoft also announced Redstone 2, which is going to be released later this year. This
website has become a home for all our writing. Find all of our content, including the Windows Insiders blog, podcast, and

videos, right here. Windows 10 Build 19640 is an incremental build. It's mostly bug fixes, but you can read about some of the
highlights below. Changes, fixes, and known issues in Build 19640 New features We've also fixed a few things in Build 19640

that were bugging you. Mouse cursor orientation in Windows Display Settings If you rotate the mouse cursor, it'll follow.
Microsoft Edge and Reading View The Reading View functionality in Microsoft Edge is now more consistent. You can now use
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the Page Layout dropdown to see Reading View options. We've also updated the Microsoft Edge icon in the taskbar, and you
can now click on it to open Reading View directly. General changes, improvements, and fixes Microsoft Edge We've also fixed
a few things in Microsoft Edge that were bugging you. We fixed an issue where you could crash when you updated to the latest

version of Microsoft Edge if you're using a session restore extension. We fixed an issue where Microsoft Edge would crash
when you clicked on a tab in the address bar in full screen mode. You can now right-click a tab in Microsoft Edge and select Pin

Tab to keep that tab pinned on the taskbar. We fixed an issue where Microsoft Edge's hot corners would crash. Known issues
We've also fixed some known issues in this build. If you upgraded to this build, restarted the Windows Insider Program, and
then came back here, you'll find that all of your old Windows Insider Rings will be synced to the current build. If you are on
Windows 10 Redstone 1A, you might get a message that "it looks like you're on Redstone 1A". If you are on a 82157476af
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